LILLIAN FACES DANGER AND GRACE PREPARES FOR A LONG JOURNEY IN THE SEASON ONE FINALE OF ‘WHEN HOPE CALLS’ STREAMING OCTOBER 25, ON HALLMARK MOVIES NOW

STUDIO CITY, CA – September 9, 2019 – Danger is afoot in “Where Hope Goes,” when criminals arrive in Brookfield to wrap up loose ends – which includes targeting innocent people – in the season one finale of “When Hope Calls,” available for streaming Friday, October 25, 2019, on Hallmark Movies Now. Though Gabriel (Ryan-James Hatanaka) and Nathan (Kevin McGarry) keep a close eye on these bank fraud suspects, Gabriel fears that they may go after Lillian (Morgan Kohan) and reluctantly asks for Sam’s (Marshall Williams) help to protect her. As the walls close in, the suspects concoct a ruthless plan to cover their tracks, turning to Tess (Wendy Crewson) for help. Meanwhile, Grace (Jocelyn Hudon) prepares to accompany Helen (Riley O'Donnell) across the Atlantic to reunite with her grandfather but worries about leaving Brookfield while still in an argument with Chuck (Greg Hovanessian). Unaware of Grace’s travel plans, Chuck leaves town on a cattle drive at Tess’s behest.

“When Hope Calls,” is a WHC Season 1 Productions Inc. in association with All Canadian Entertainment Inc. and Brad Krevoy Television. Brad Krevoy, Alfonso Moreno, Brian Bird, Michael Landon Jr., Susie Belzberg, Eric Jarboe, Jimmy Townsend and Amanda Philips Atkins are the executive producers. Kym Crepin, Michael Shepard and James Moorhouse are supervising producers. David Anselmo serves as producer. Megan Follows directed from a script by Alfonso Moreno and Sara Snow.
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